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Abstract: According to researchers Grazyna Fosar and Franz Bludorf, DNA is influenced by words and frequencies. According to their
research, the key lies with the other 90% of the non-coding for protein DNA, often misrepresented as “junk DNA”, that serves as data
storage and communication. The research of Russian biophysicist and molecular biologist Dr. Pjotr Garajajev suggests that living
chromosomes function just like solitonic/holographic computers using endogenous DNA laser radiation. In simpler terms, words and
sentences of our human language can recode our DNA. However, here are vital questions that are not addressed in ALL of the Russian
research: 1) What is the actual language of the introns or potential DNA, 2) How does language turn on or off the DNA, and 3) How does
this apply to consciousness and healing the bio-energetic body? This research paper will answer the above questions and propose a more
sophisticated and advanced perspective on how language affects the introns.
Index Terms: consciousness, DNA, morphogenetic field, quantum physics, scalar energy
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Introduction
The physical atomic form of the current homo sapien-2
species is easily influenced and vulnerable to sound
frequencies since our original cosmic form is built upon
infrasound. Therefore, specific sound frequencies can
assist the human body for self-healing or nefariously
cause disease and even death. Specific words, sounds and
images unequivocally can alter our consciousness either
raising or lowering it. Sound is more powerful than light
as language is utilized as an energetic carrier for certain
frequency tones that activate elements that affect the
chemicals in our body, which in turn affects the DNA.
One must be able to sense the energetic encryption behind
sound and language if one is to be able to know the
difference between harmful or beneficial intentions and
frequencies.

Cosmic Anatomy
The physical atomic form of the current homo sapien-2
species is built upon the spirit form, the dark matter form
and the light form structures. The term “form” refers to a
very specific part of the individual transharmonic,
multidimensional anatomy as each form is highly intricate
and varies in organization, energetic constitution,
responsibility and function. The eternal spirit form, the
eternal dark matter form, the finite light form (the outer
electromagnetic form that consists of the “soul”), and the
finite physical form (physical-matter "atomic") are four
very distinctive components of the personal,
transharmonic anatomy. Each form is highly individual in
nature, however operate collectively as one. The spirit
form generates the dark matter form, the dark matter form
generates the light form, and the light form generates the
physical, matter atomic form.
1. The Spirit Form is eternal and composed of eternal,
pure, consciousness radiation, which is the eternal,
conscious, vibrating-infrasound-radiation geleziac ETH-ER substance.
2. The Dark Matter Form is eternal and composed of
eternal spirit-light-matter substance
3. The Light Form is finite and composed of
electromagnetic vapor-radiation substance.
4. The Physical Form is finite and composed of frozen
light (physical matter) that consists of the internal

The eternal dark matter form functions as the dark matter
connection between the eternal spirit form and the finite
light and physical forms. The finite light and physical
forms regain the eternality potential via the process of
quantum transfiguration in which the physical and light
forms assimilate with the spirit form via the dark matter
form. [1]

The Language of Introns
Atomic, cellular communication between introns occurs
when one cell transmits information and imprints those
instructions onto the receiving intron via the magnetic
vector of a scalar wave. According to Professor Dr.
Konstantin Meyl, the DNA generates a scalar wave that
propagates in the direction of the magnetic field vector.
Hydrogen bonds hold together through Coulomb forces
electrically polarized base pairs in a DNA strand. To gain
access to this polarization, the hydrogen bonds must be
separated, requiring radial outward electric field lines or,
a vortex field. Since the magnetic field vector is
perpendicular to the electric vertical field, a resulting
axial direction to the DNA strand is a logical
consequence. The motion of the vortex field in the
direction of the magnetic field results in a longitudinal
wave forming a magnetic scalar wave. [2]

Figure 1. Electric ring vortices form a magnetic wave.
Meyl confirms, “The coding regions in the DNA strand,
the genes, make up only a fraction of the total amount of
DNA. The stretches that flank the coding regions are
called introns and consist of non-coding DNA. Introns
were looked upon as junk in the early days”. [3] As I
stated earlier, biologists and geneticists currently believe
that this non-coding DNA may be essential in order to
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expose the coding regions and to regulate how the genes
are expressed. In the presence of scalar waves, DNA cells
tend to resonate with each other as they attract information
and energy from other cells and their environment. This
model may explain how epigenetics occurs. If both
transmitter and receiver cell are in bioresonance, then both
information and energy are in homeostasis. However, if
the transmitter cell does not find a receiver cell to resonate
with, DNA code encryption would be impossible. To
prevent this from occurring, there must be neutral cells
that are not encrypted and do not have to transmit
information. These include the introns or potential DNA,
as the introns are the un-coded DNA fragments that out
number the „exons‟, which actually carry the information.
It is due to the introns that a scalar wave can potentially be
formed in between two identical segments of two cells.
This suggests balanced energy conditions on both ends but
if the original information were dissimilar, the gene
coding would be drawn to the receiver from the sender
cell causing bioresonance restriction. This clearly proves
that introns are behind evolution. Gene-controlled
metabolism is solely possible only when information plus
energy are presented. This accurately describes the
characteristics of a scalar wave for unlike electromagnetic
waves that only transport energy, scalar waves carry both
information and energy. A DNA wave moving through the
twisted double helix must contain sufficient energy to not
only progress through the helix, facilitating transport over
a certain distance, but will also ensure the desired
production of proteins at the site of the recipient.

Scalar Energy-Frequency
What modern science defines and describes as a “scalar
wave” is not only flawed and incorrect but the question is
how can someone give, share or teach information if they
have never truly experienced the scalar frequency (wavesenergy-power) through consciousness? It is only through
direct cognition or experiential knowing that one can give,
teach or share anything! Modern scientists, physicists,
mathematicians, etc. have become part of the
disinformation movement since they have never
experienced the true nature of the scalar frequency
(waves-energy-power) and it was erroneously taught to
them in the disinformation university educational system.
A scalar wave is a transharmonic (multidimensional),
spherical standing energy array that radiates out of a static
point of sound-light vibration within the morphogenetic
field of the greater cosmic Unified Field of consciousness
(energy). While scalar waves appear to move from point
to point, they are spherical, fixed points of sound-light that
are sequentially threaded together within the cosmic fabric
of the morphogenetic field. The appearance of the scalar
wave movement is created through the sequential
flashing-on (light) and flashing-off (sound) of scalar wave
points that emanate the effect of a flashing linear series of
light bulbs. A prime example is imagine viewing an
electronic billboard in Times Square, New York City.
Although it appears as if the contents of the electronic
billboard are moving, in reality it is the row of a
synchronized series of flashing light bulbs that appears as
if the light moves from one point in the row to another.
Scalar waves embody static points of perpetual fission and
fusion that radiate from the fabric of morphogenetic fields.
[4]

Figure 1. The Perpetual Fission-Fusion Scalar Wave

The Scalar Interferometer Brain
The human brain is a scalar energy generator that
repetitively creates patterns of scalar waves via the
activity of thought. According to Nikola Tesla, with two
cerebral brain halves (left and right hemispheres) the
human being has a scalar energy interferometer between
the ears. Since the brain and nervous system processes
high frequency discharges, the human brain can create and
detect scalar waves. Thus a human being can often
generate anomalous spatiotemporal effects at a distance
and through time. This offers an exact mechanism for
higher senses such as direct cognition, cellular telepathy,
manifestation, materialization, molecular transmutation,
electrical projection, magnetic accretion, transmigration
and bi-location. Consequently, properly guided thought
diametrically affects the function of the personal scalar
morphogenetic field manifestation blueprint. Every single
thought absolutely affects the observable state of the
body-mind-spirit system and the materialization of events
with the external hologram.

Figure 2. The Human Brain-Scalar Interferometer
Furthermore, it offers a logical reason why an individual
can interface with specific scalar-plasma-crystalline sound
technology (RASHA Technologies) and materialize
healing and expansion of consciousness. Our thoughts cocreate our own personal reality hologram due to the fact
that thoughts are scalar wave configurations of
transharmonic patterns of bi-polar, electromagnetic energy
radiation, which create specific patterns of scalar
frequency within the personal morphogenetic field
manifestation blueprint. Wandering and directionless
thought produces chaotic information arrays within the
personal morphogenetic field manifestation blueprint thus
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resulting in ineffective manifestation abilities. Conversely,
thought guided by clear intention produces organized
information within the personal morphogenetic field
manifestation blueprint resulting in efficient manifestation
and materialization potentiality. Human beings that can
combine experiential knowledge of the cosmic anatomy
structure with thought guided by clear intention reclaim
one of the most potent form of scalar power. Thoughts
will eventually materialize into reality, whether it is in this
space-time vector or in the other alternate realities.

The Primal Substance
A morphogenetic field or manifestation pattern is
comprised of the primal substance, units of consciousness
energy called the “Source Particle”, which exist as
omni-polar points of static vibration. Source Particle
units are the minutest units of consciousness energy or
the assembling sections of matter that create the patterns
upon which consciousness in all manifest and unmanifest forms enters materialization. Source Particle
units are omni-polar (holding the potentiality for all
polarities or none) units of vibrating energy that
continuously rotate backward and forward between a
state of bi-polar light radiation (scalar standing wave) and
omni-polar sound vibration.[5] To reinforce, scalar waves
are points of spherical, standing waves composed of
magnitudes of conscious energy that radiate out of static
units of vibration (the Source Particle units), which
form the morphogenetic field patterns upon which
consciousness enters dimensionality in order to
experience the manifest reality hologram. Scalar lattices
are formed through Source Particle phasing, which is the
activity of internal fission (expansion) and fusion
(contraction) distinctive of Source Particle units. Source
Particle units continuously split and duplicate by means
of fission, then re-materialize through fusion, generating
a blinking on and off of scalar wave points or blink-line
sequences that regulate the essential positioning of
consciousness within the scalar lattices comprising
morphogenetic fields.

Figure 4. The Original Source Particle
The moment Source Particle units exist in their omnipolar state, they reside as ante-matter element, the
original state of energy structure before pre-matter
materialization.
Via an internal fusion mechanism
distinctive to their pattern, Source Particle units divide to

generate bi-polar waves albeit duplicating their original
omni-polar form. In the bi-polar phase, Source Particle
units divide into Source Particle Negative (SP-) units and
Source Particle Positive (SP+) units that are interwoven
units of bi-polar light energy emission generating
electromagnetic, scalar standing waves. SP- units create
the energetic assembling segments for particle patterns,
while SP+ units create the energetic assembling
segments for concurrently manifesting anti-particle
patterns.
Particle and anti-particle patterns are
interwoven, integrated by the ante-matter Source Particle
units from where they manifest. SP- particle units signify
the contraction phase of ante-matter energy, including
lower oscillation, higher vibration, and hold base
magnetic polarity. SP+ anti-particle units signify the
expansion phase of ante-matter energy, including higher
oscillation, lower vibration and hold base electrical
polarity. [6]

BioRegenesis and Scalar Energy
The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought
transmits into the personal morphogenetic manifestation
template, will directly influence the situations and
relationships that will be experienced in the personal
manifest hologram. To cultivate skill in the manifestation
and materialization process, the conscious planning mind
must become familiar with the “language of scalar
energy” for this is the language of sound and light upon
which the personal morphogenetic field manifestation
blueprint functions. [7] The language of scalar waves is
expressed through the structures of specific wave
continuums that appear to the three dimensional conscious
mind as sound frequencies, light continuums (or color)
and symbol structures. BioRegenesis technologies are
utilized to consciously direct energy within the personal
morphogenetic field manifestation template of the
physical body to stimulate into activity dormant portions
of the introns. Specific techniques of BioRegenesis
instantly generate imperceptible, organic acceleration
within the interconnected energy structures of the DNA
blueprint, chakra arrangement, merkaba fields, Kundalini
energies, higher dimensional consciousness and the
cosmic anatomy. The result of this quickening is
expansion of consciousness. BioRegenesis technologies
signify scalar mechanic functions, which use the natural,
intrinsic power of the scalar wave to produce intended
modification within the morphogenetic field manifestation
blueprint of the body. The primary scalar wave
technologies that is utilized within BioRegenesis
technologies are light (color), symbols (eternality and
base-12 geomancies) and sound. A geomancy is a specific
array of inner light (electrical) and sound (magnetic)
utilized in mental projection of energy within the personal
morphogenetic field manifestation blueprint. This array of
sound-light represents a specific scalar wave blueprint
constructed upon specific electro-tonal units of sound
frequency that are infused with transharmonic electrical
flux. Through this it is possible to directly influence our
introns, which is the morphogenetic blueprint of light and
sound waves that our chemical DNA develops upon.
Thus, the language of Source is the language of the scalar
frequency and DNA!
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The Power of Sound and DNA
Words deliver electro-magnetic instructions to the introns
(potential DNA) via the morphogenetic fields surrounding
every atom, cell, organ, organ system, in the physical
atomic body. Words are sound drivers that convert into
manifestation lattices and sound vibrations that affect the
personal morphogenetic field body. Specific word
arrangements can function to either assist one to advance
and be more conscious or devolve and digress. Quantum
Morphological Repatterning (QMR) are powerful word
instructions such as “I AM” sound encoders that program
powerful electromagnetic instructions into your own
personal morphogenetic field body. Examples of positive
“I AM” sound programs:
 I AM PEACE.
 I AM LOVE.
 I AM HEALED.
 I AM SOURCE.
The optimum times for quantum morphological
repatterning is just prior to sleep and immediately upon
waking. Prior to sleep, repeat out loud the specific “I AM”
sound encoders and as you being to fall asleep, repeatedly
mentally recite it until you reach the sleep state. Upon
awakening, repeatedly mentally recite the “I AM” sound
encoders until you fully awaken. Language is a type of
harmonic resonation consisting of symbols (alphabet) and
and sound frequencies. Language also directly influences
the personal morphogenetic field manifestation blueprint,
as well as the consciousness level that materialize within
the physical atomic form. Therefore, our language can
either stimulate or turn off the introns. The truth is our
language is a distorted language that keeps us imprisoned
via feeding the mutations in our DNA. This mutation was
the process of disconnecting DNA, which included:
- De-activating DNA strands 9 through 12,
- Dis-assembling DNA strands 1 through 8 and
inserting a “skip code” (resulting in an inorganic,
un-natural sequencing of SP+ and SP- strands in
the DNA‟s double helix),
- De-activating all but 4 sub-frequency spheres in
all 12 DNA strands eliminating the organic form
of “variable base” DNA
- Scrambling of the natural pairing configuration
between the nucleotide sequences within the
double helix,
- Left the remnants in the cells, which science calls
the introns or potential DNA.
The infrastructures of the homo sapien-2 DNA are
infinitesimal substructures of crystallized (materialized)
frequency, which are electro-tonal sound patterns and
electromagnetic light continuums that assemble into
crystalline form via the magnetic scalar wave. These
infinitesimal, transharmonic crystalline templates are
referred to as DNA Source Codes. The DNA Source Code
is the blueprint for one strand of DNA and is comprised of
twelve (12) magnetic particle units called “base codes”
and twelve (12) electrical anti-particle units called
“acceleration codes”. All aspects of the homo sapien-2
DNA is built upon this morphogenetic blueprint of twelve
(12) base codes and twelve (12) acceleration codes
comprising twenty-four (24) Source Codes equals one (1)

DNA strand. The pre-ancient Hebrew tribes knew about
the scalar wave patterns that when generated within the
DNA, allowed the physical body to metamorphose into
light as it allowed particle and anti-particle to merge,
changing into fire and raise up to the next octave. They
understood there was a system that possessed the key to
advanced spiritual development and connecting with God
and that secret was found in what is known as “Fire
Letters or Codes”. [8]

Figure 5. DNA Fire Letters
The Hebrew alphabet correspond to the initial
layer of the “Fire Letters”, which are light and
symbol codes. The Hebrew alphabet letters
signify sound-tone combinations that are precise
static points of tonal frequency with the
dimensional spheres. Therefore, one can utilize
sequential fire letter codes to immediately
influence consciousness (energy) and matter.
Each DNA strand is composed of twelve (12) fire
letters that equals one (1) fire sequence and each
DNA template consisting of 12 strands equals
144 fire letters. [9]
Each DNA strand is comprised of the frequency patterns
and light continuums of one dimensional sphere. Each
DNA represents a “Fire Letter Encryption Code (Scalar
Wave Program) sequence corresponding to one (1)
dimensional sphere of consciousness (energy). A fire
letter is a static point of combined scalar frequency
composed of 12 smaller units of frequency called “Vector
Encryption Codes”. The homo sapien-2 biology has an
atomic, cellular alphabet of 144 primary fire letters and
each of the 12 sets of 12 fire letter codes form 1 composite
electro-tonal program expressed as the geomancy control
code. [10] Color (light), symbols and sound are the
language that the human mind utilizes to direct specific
applications of frequency into exact mathematical and
geometrical relationships through which the function of
Earth's terrestrial spheres, global merkaba fields and
temple interstellar gateway complex grid systems,
vortices, portals and interstellar gateways can be
consciously influenced, operated and directed. The human
mind is the administrator of frequency while the human
body is the instrument through which directed frequency
flows. [11]
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functions of the introns or potential DNA, physical body
and the perceptual facilities of embodied consciousness.
Language patterns translate into mathematical codes
within the contours of consciousness and the body's
blueprint serving as operational instructions to the bodymind-spirit system.
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Figure 3. The RASHA Scalar-Plasma Technology

CONCLUSION
All languages embody fragments of the sound vibration
scalar templates that constitute the morphogenetic field,
scalar grid of the body's morphogenetic field,
manifestation blueprint. Written language‟s symbols are
scalar standing wave instructions that translate into sound
vibration electrical impulses within the body's scalar
morphogenetic field template. The electrical impulses
arising from the oral and written language forms effect the
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